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for Ultimate Muscle Hygiene

• Intracell Technology simultaneously compresses & stretches muscle.
Fluid changes activate increased assimilation of oxygen-laden and nutrient-rich blood.
®

• A typical warm-up or warm-down of healthy muscle requires about 20 progressively
deeper passes over individual muscle groups…about 30 seconds
per group.
• Trigger points are contracted bundles of muscle.
They restrict blood flow. There are no trigger
points in healthy muscles.
• “Ouch” pain is felt if the instrument locates
a trigger point - recognized as bumpy, tender
knots in muscles. Trigger points are usually chronic.
• Muscles containing trigger points are weak, stiff and tender.
They feel tight, fatigue quickly, and often hurt.
• When trigger points are found – an additional 20
progressively deeper passes are directed.
• Intracell Technology allows you to locate what
feels tight and roll it until if feels loose. The goal is to restore
muscle memory and improve muscle function.
®

“The Stick is used as a
training tool by athletes at
the United States Olympic
Training Centers in
Colorado Springs CO, Lake
Placid NY, Marquette MI
and Chula Vista CA.”
US Olympic Committee
Sports Medicine Division 2004

By Sydney Wade PT									

Myology

ROTATOR CUFF Syndrome
Simplified management of the 4 major muscles that support the body’s most mobile joint

T

he rotator cuff is composed of
the: supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor, and subscapularis muscles. These muscles often
harbor offending myofascial trigger points. The key to successful
therapy, and long-term elimination
of pain, is to extinguish the offending trigger points. Following is a
very brief discussion of how I treat
these lesions.
Supraspinatus: In my experience the belly of the supraspinatus is the least symptomaticprobable. Examination begins
with the patient seated. I prefer
the TriggerWheel to both locate
and extinguish trigger points in this
muscle. Use short back-and-forth
strokes. The tendon is investigated
while the patient is standing with
the uninvolved shoulder braced
against a wall for support. The
target tendon insertion is treated
with the TriggerWheel or Hybrid
Stick. The one-quarter inch treating
surface of either instrument works
best for these lesions.

When the wheel locates the
trigger point – continue the rolling
ischemic compression for about
30 to 45 seconds. On a pain scale
of 10, use a pressure of 5. Your
goal is good pain – not ouch pain.

Infraspinatus: I have yet to
evaluate symptomatic shoulder
pain, without finding complicating infraspinatus trigger points.
Examination of the infraspinatus muscle begins with a seated patient. This muscle is usually very taut and its trigger
points are extremely sensitive.
Again, I locate and inactivate
these trigger points with either a
TriggerWheel or the new Hybrid
Stick. The ¼ inch rounded treating surface will locate and extinguish both latent and active trigger points. Successful temporary
release is usually completed in
30 to 45 seconds. Reduction
of localized and referred pain,
increased shoulder motion and
reactive hyperemia, are signs of
successful intervention.
Teres Minor: This third member
of the cuff functions in concert
with the infraspinatus. There is,
however, considerable difference in myofascial management
of the teres minor vs. the infraspinatus. I approach the teres minor
muscle while the patient is standing, with the non-involved shoulder firmly supported. It is important that the patient’s weight be
transferred to the non-involved
side. Have the patient elevate
the target arm, while flexing the
elbow so that the forearm comes
to rest on top of the head.
With the subject properly positioned, offending teres minor trigger points can be quickly located and extinguished with any
Intracell Stick. The instrument is
held with both hands and passed
progressively deeper back and
forth over the suspect muscle. The

resultant release takes 30 to 60
seconds per lesion. Best results
are obtained with the provider’s
hands close together using only
4 to 6 spindles. When and if
deeper penetration is desired, I
reach for the Hybrid Stick and
use the wheel.

						
		Subscapularis: While facing
the involved shoulder, I passively
abduct the arm of the standing patient about 10°to 20°.
After sliding my treating thumb
into the posterior axillary fold,
I now, basically, have the belly
of the latissumum in the palm
of my treating hand. The thumb
is gently oscillated around the
inner surface of the scapula until
the primary trigger points are
located. A couple 30 second
sessions of ischemic compression
to the primary lesions usually
affords temporary release. An
understanding thumb with a short
nail will ensure fewer objections
from the recipient.
Reprinted with permission from the publisher

Dispensing Models
• Intracell models most frequently dispensed are the
Intracell Elite, RxMD & G2450
• All models are listed for insurance reimbursement under E-1399
[Miscellaneous DME] Note: This is modified at times by the industry

Intracell Elite

Stiff – 24˝ – 13oz.
Stiffest of the 3 dispensing models, the Elite allows for deep muscle
release. This most frequently dispensed model comes with a suction cup
attachment. The optional suction cup makes unassisted use of the Elite
model much easier when used around the shoulders and upper back.
The exclusive suction cup adheres to any slick, non-porous surface.

Intracell RxMD

Standard – 27˝ – 15oz.
Longest of the 3 dispensing models, The RxMD comes with an anchor cup. The optional anchor
cup is made to slide over either of the 2 grips. It is then anchored into a convenient corner and
used to support one end of the RxMD while addressing the shoulders and upper back. The RxMD
is more flexible than the Elite, but less flexible than the G-2450 model. Because of its added
length it is recommended for the individual over 6’ tall or those with restriction of movement.

Intracell G-2450

Flexible – 24˝ – 11oz.
Most flexible of the three dispensing models, The G-2450 provides superficial release. Because of its gentle muscle release
it is the more frequently dispensed model of choice for the elderly or those with little muscle mass. Popular with those with
FMS or chronic pain disorders.

Clinical Models
Generic Supplies [97070]
The following models are used when billing for assisted therapy. Instruments most frequently used for assisted
therapy are the Intracell Executive and the Intracell SR-650 models.

Intracell Executive

Standard – 17˝ – 10oz.
The short, stiff Executive model is ideal for applied therapy. This is the
preferred model for diagnosis and treatment of trigger points for most
body types in the clinical setting. It is, also, the model of choice when
at-home treatment requires assistance.

Intracell SR-650

Standard – 12˝ – 5oz.
Designed to be used with one hand, it is the only dispensing model
offered with a single handle. The SR-650 model requires rapid back
and forth movement over targeted lesions. It is the only model that
can be used directly over boney areas; i.e. hand, wrist and elbow.
Its rapid therapeutic approach desensitizes tissue allowing for deeper
muscle release procedures if needed.

Dispensing and clinical models are available only through, or by prescription from, healthcare providers.

Seminar in a Box

Intracell Technology
®

A Complete Muscle Management System

Elite – RxMD – Executive – G-2450 – SR-650 – PostureCurve
TriggerWheel – FootWheel – Instructional DVD

How I Manage Plantar Fasciitis
By Dee Massengale, M Ed, MA
Exercise Physiologist

T

he plantar fascia is a tough thick band. Its 3
fibrous structures help hold up the arch - from
the heel to the ball of the foot. A rich, unrestricted
blood supply and high degree of flexibility are
essential for proper functioning. A minor tear
or pull in the fascia can painfully hamper daily
activities. It can mimic the pain of a stone bruise
in the heel.
“If heel pain is felt during the first few steps
after sleep – I immediately think of a problem with
the plantar fascia”, says Dr William Hamilton,
Orthopedic Surgeon for the N Y City Ballet.

Some Common Causes
• Over-training
• Constant contact with hard or
irregular surfaces
• Structural / biomechanical abnormalities
• Repeated stress to the foot
• Improper footwear
• Obesity

Therefore, trigger point therapy of the lower leg
and foot is essential in the management, as well as
prevention, of plantar fasciitis.

Common Trigger Points of the Foot

Common Trigger Points of the Lower Limb

Dr Perry H Julian, foot specialist for the 1996
Olympic games, states, “One of the most common causes of plantar fasciitis is tightness of the
calf muscles and achilles tendon.” I agree with
Dr. Julian. More importantly muscle tightness is
usually traced to trigger points. And, that’s where
my approach is focused.

Trigger Points
When the foot is fatigued the musculature
becomes compromised. Muscular support and
locomotion are hampered. An environment ripe
for the creation of trigger points is generated. Trigger points are sore, knotty, involuntary contractions of muscle bundles. They
prevent the host muscle from relaxing and
recovering. Trigger points are painful. These
aggravating little knots can be found in any
muscle. In fact, trigger points in the calf often
refer pain directly to the bottom of the foot.

Leg Regimen
I like to start the procedure with the lower leg.
I recommend and use a trigger point therapy
product called the Intracell Stick. Of the several
different models, I prefer the short length with
good flexibility. The Intracell Stick compresses
and stretches muscle. It simultaneously moves
fluids. The Stick performs trigger point therapy
and myofascial release – with virtually no effort.

Step 1 - [about 30 seconds]
• Place the hands close together for better
control and easier use of the Stick
• Begin by rolling the muscles outside the shin
bone - use short, specific, back-and-forth strokes
• Roll lengthwise, starting at just below the knee
to immediately above the ankle
• Search for trigger points [ouch pain] and roll
with a progressively deeper pressure. When
found ... roll trigger points an additional 10 15 seconds

The FootWheel easily compresses and
stretches the complex musculature of the plantar
fascia. This process increases fluid circulation
and rapidly permits chronically shortened muscles to relax and recover. The 3 treating surfaces
of the FootWheel are designed to target
the 3 major support muscles of the foot.

Step 3 - [about 45 seconds]
• Place the FootWheel on a thick carpet
or heavy towel, always stand
• Support your weight
on the opposite
side, and begin
rolling bottom
of the foot. Use
gentle, pleasant,
but firm pressure
• Roll the 3 therapeutic wheels to locate and
destroy trigger points
• Trigger points will be recognized as tight,
knotty, tender bands of muscle
• When trigger points are located [ouch pain] –
continue rolling for 15 / 20 additional seconds

Step 2 – [about 45 seconds]
• Follow the same procedure for all the calf
muscles as you did in step 1
• The area between the two large muscles of
the calf, downward to the heel cord, usually
needs special attention
• I always end the session on the calf with several long back-and-forth strokes

Foot Regimen
Treatment to the bottom of the foot has always
presented a problem for me. In the past I’ve
massaged my own feet with coke bottles, frozen
cans of juice, golf balls - you name it. Recently
I discovered a simple, yet very effective, body
tool, that absolutely eliminates shortened, tight
plantar fascia. It’s called a FootWheel.

• Move slowly and be gentle. Use specific,
short, back-and-forth movements
• Be sure to tilt and roll the foot – on both the
inside and outside – before completing the
session
The foregoing is an amazingly effective
procedure to prevent or manage plantar fasciitis.
It takes about 3 minutes. Use the techniques at
least twice per day - namely before and after a
night’s sleep. Use more often as needed. Keep the
sessions short and gentle to avoid soreness.
Progress is gauged by the way you feel and the
number of trigger points you extinguish. Healthy,
happy feet are free of tenderness, soreness &
pain ... even during rollouts.

Good luck and keep on rolling!
REMEMBER, this article is based on empirical findings of the author. The suggestions, procedures and
ideas are not intended to replace or substitute the medical advice of the readers’ healthcare provider.
Please consult your personal healthcare practitioner before adopting the suggestions.

A Toothbrush for Muscles
Complies with regulations of Phalates in California Proposition #65

Intracell Technology locates and extinguishes latent trigger points, with the same ease
®

as active trigger points.  This is accomplished by gently rolling the smooth, center balanced segments
back and forth over the entire length of the tender, shortened muscle bundle.  This easy-to-perform
procedure rapidly calms the reflex mechanism, relaxing the muscle bundle.  The resultant myofascial
release encourages good circulation, increases range of motion, relieves pain and accelerates muscle
recovery.  Trigger points can be temporarily extinguished in about 30 seconds.

Pro System

Fitness System

Total Muscle
Management for
those over 180 lbs

Total Muscle
Management for
those under 180 lbs

– Power Stick
– Sprinter Stick
– TriggerWheel
– FootWheel
– Instructional DVD

– Original Body Stick
– Marathon Stick
– TriggerWheel
– FootWheel
– Instructional DVD

Long Models
DC-3000 Big Stick
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Gray – 30˝ – 21oz.
• Longest, stiffest of all models
• A big Stick for big people
• AnchorCup provided

HD-2650 Flex Stick
Green – 26˝ – 14oz.
• Most flexible of all long models
• Favorite for lean or tender muscle

DC-2700 Power Stick
Black – 27˝ – 18oz.
• Standard flexibility
• Designed for increased body mass

Medium Models
HW-2300 Hybrid Stick
Red – 23” – 12 oz
• Most flexible of this group
• Wheel centered for target application

DC-2475 Stiff Stick

HD-2400 Original
Body Stick

Black – 24˝ – 18oz.
• Very rigid for heavy muscle mass
• Big grips for big hands

Short Models

Blue – 24˝ – 14oz.
• Designed for average body mass
• Standard flexibility

This grouping targets self-management of the lower limbs. When used
with a partner, any of the models can easily address all major muscle groups.

SG-1900 Sprinter Stick
Silver – 19˝ – 12oz.
• Designed for well-developed legs
• Most rigid of the short models

G-1750 Travel Stick
Red – 18˝ – 9oz.
• Standard flexibility
• Favorite of USA Cycling Team
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SG-2000 Marathon Stick
Yellow – 20˝ – 11oz.
• Most flexible of all short models
• Crafted for lean bodies

Specialty Items
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TW-500 TriggerWheel
Black – 5˝ – 8oz.
• For pin-point accuracy
• Oval 1/4˝ treating surface

FW-400 FootWheel
Black/White – 4˝ – 6oz.
• All steel/nylon
• A must for plantar fasciitis

KB-1000 Little Stick
Black – 14˝ – 9oz.
• Shortest model available
• Ideal for growing pains – shin splints

The Stick Instructions
18 Minute DVD
• How to use techniques
• All muscle groups

PC-1100 PostureCurve®
11”x11” – 15oz.
• For Back / Hip Stiffness
• Seated or Supine
• Segmentally Specific

GW-740 Pet Stick®
13.5” – 10 oz
• Single-hand usage
• Now with removable wristlet
• Symptoms of hip dysplasia

Happy Feet
The foot contains 26 bones and 33 joints,
plus 126 ligaments, muscles and tendons.

Fo o t W h e e l

®

Technology for Muscle

By Pat E Belcher
Think about it. This architectural wonder takes
a daily beating. Take walking. One mile from a
150-pound person exerts an equivalent of
127,000 pounds – to each foot. In a lifetime
the average foot travels about 115,000
miles. Wow! And, at times the strike force is
increased to 4 times your body weight.
Will this surprise you? Women are 4 times
more prone to foot problems than men.

Why So Much Foot Fuss?
Here’s my answer. As feet get tired –
muscles shorten. In order to return to normal,
muscles must relax and recover. Now here’s
the killer – chronically shortened muscles
develop trigger points. And, muscles containing trigger points can’t relax – until the
trigger points are released. That’s where the
magic of the FootWheel comes in.

Soothe tired, achy
feet in seconds
Myofascial
Release
Trigger Point
Therapy

Physician-Developed for Plantar Fasciitis
Foot muscles balance the arches for a stable foundation.

Comments from Professionals
•M
 ike Goforth, ATC, Director of Athletic
Training, Virginia Tech – “We keep a
bunch of FootWheel’s in the freezer.
Football players really benefit from them during two-a-days.”
• T imothy Maggs, DC, New York State, “I
keep one in every treatment room. Patients
enjoy using them while waiting for me.”
 ydney Wade PT, Athens Greece – “The
•S
FootWheel is a simple and effortless
solution for the management of plantar fasciitis.”

The Best Features
You can manage tired, achy feet – in seconds.
Enjoy standing or seated – works best standing.
As you first direct the smooth, nylon wheels –
you’ll likely feel ouch pain. That’s good! You’ve
found a trigger point. [the major cause of foot
pain] Now with a few back & forth strokes, the
trigger points will melt like butter. Your foot will
relax. Feel good. You won’t be able to explain
it – I can’t either. That’s why I call it magic.

Common Trigger Points
The foundation of the foot accommodates
3 major support muscles. With this in mind, I
developed the FootWheel with 3 centerbalanced wheels. Each rolls free from control of
the other. Searching – to find and destroy trigger
points. I invite you to experience the magic.

By the way, the FootWheel is less
than 5” long. One size fits all. It’s made of
nylon & steel – but only weighs 6 oz. It’s
given me an endless supply of relief.
Try it — you’ll see!

Intracell Technology
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1991

1993

“Most Innovative
New Product”

1994 – 1995

Standard of Care Instrument

Best Biomechanical Device

Medtrade NHHCE

Georgia Workers’ Compensation
Guidelines

1996

1999

Official Training Device

1997
Best Biomechanical Device

U.S. Olympic
Track & Field Trials

presented by
Nutritional Biomechanics, Inc.

Editor’s Choice Award

2000

2001

Selected as Charter Invitee to the
Membership Benefits Program

American Physical Therapy
Association – Georgia Chapter

USA Track & Field

presented by
Nutritional Biomechanics, Inc.

Winner of

presented by
Darick Publishing Co.

2004

Selected as a Training Tool for Athletes
at the United States Olympic Centers
US Olympic Committee
Sports Medicine Division

2003 • 2004 • 2005

2008 • 2009 • 2010

2010 • 2012

Top Feature Product

Best In Show

Best of Business Award

selected by
National Athletic Trainers’ Association

Orthopedic Appliances Category
SBCA

presented by
Rehab & Therapy Products

Massage Therapy

®
Instruments used in Intracell Technology are manufactured or licensed by RPI of Atlanta under the following registered patents and trademarks:

of Atlanta

120 Interstate N Pky SE • Ste 440 • Atlanta, GA USA 30339
800.554.1501 • 770.850.1126 • 770.952.7492 fax
www.intracell.net • stickdoc@intracell.net
ICT 03/2613
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